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Improvement In MachInes tor Puncbinlt Sheet 
Metals. 

the sheet is cut about a quarter of an inch leSR than a plate of 
glass of any suitable size. The vitrified sheet is moistened 
at the back, and placed on the plate of glass, to which the 
moisture causes it readily to adhere. It is then coated with 
collodion, which, flowing over the edge of the sheet and up 
to the edge of the glass, protects it from displacement in the 
nitrate bath. This done, the manipulations are conducted in 
the usual way until the negative is finished, when it is easily 
removed from the glass by lUnning a penknife round the 
edge and lifting away the negative on its limp transparent 
support. There are certain precautions necessary in these 
manipulations. It is important to see that the pellicle is 
quite flat on the glass without wrinkles, and that the edges 
do not curl up so as to permit the collodion to flow under be. 

transparent fabric in sheets ready for use, which will have a 
variety of applications. Whatever the precise nature of 
material employed, the skill with which it is prepared, and 
the beautiful transparent, tough, and flexible pellicile pro. 
{luced, confer a boon on photographers generally.-Plwto. 
graphic New8. 

The machine seen in the engravings accompanying this 
article appears to be in several respects a valuable improve. 
ment on those in general use. With it no measurements or 
markings are required, and there is no sticking of the sheet 
to the punch. The die is reciprocating, while the punch itself 
is stationary but adjustable. It is perfectly simple in con. 
struction, not, in this respect, differing materially from others, 
and is easy and handy in operation. In form, size, and gear. 
ing, it may be adapted to the work to be done. The machine 
shown in Fig. 1 is one without gearing. '1'he die, A, is actu. 
ated by means of an eccentric, B, through the medium of a 
pitman, C, and slide. The block, D, in which the die A is 
secured, has a passage, E, 
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LECTURES ON THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. 

On Monday evening, May 18th, Mr. Hawkins delivered the 
fifth and concluding lecture uf his course, in Plymouth Church, 
Brooklyn. It would be impossible to convey to those of our 
readers who have not heard this gentleman any adequate 
idea of the value of his lectlues, or of the peculiarities of his 
style of delivery, on the latter of which much of the former 
depends. His perfect mastery of the subject is shown in every 
illustration he makes and every word he utters. Appealing 
to two senses at once, those of seeing and hearing, he does 
not confuse, but the appeal to one sense serves to illustrate 
and intensify the appealto the other. 

through which the punchings 
of the metal are discharged. 
The cam, F, actuates a forked 
lifter, G, having a convex up. 
per surface, by means of the 
bar, H. The forks of this 
lifter stand one on each side 
the punch holder, I. 'fhe 
lifter is raised as soon as the 
hole is punched,anl falls back 
instantly, giving ample time 
for the workman to adjust the 
sheet before the die returns to 
the punch. The punch is ad· 
justed to hight by means of 
a screw, J, seated in the bot. 
tom of the punch holder. 
Gages, one seen at K, Fig. 1, 
and others secured by clamps, 
L, w the sheet, are used to 
guide the punch. The holes 
in these gages are made larger 
than those intended to be 
punched in the sheets, and 
the punch is made with a 
convex shoulder, as Eeen in M, 
Fig. 2, to readily adjust the 
gage and sheet. This form 
of punch and gage allows the 
punching of any shaped hole 
desired without special gages. 
Fig. 2 shows how easily raised 
impressions may be formed to 
any required hight by the 
adjustment of the punch. 

By means of a set of gages 
all descriptions of work may 
be performed without the ne· 
cessity oflayingout and mark· 

ing for the holes. The ad· 
justment of the punch is an 
excellent feature, which will 
commend the preEs to mechan. 
iC8. It a ppears to be a very 
simple, effective, and practical 
machine. This improvement 
was patented through the 
Scientific American Patent Agency, Nov. 12,1867, by Morris 
Seiferth, who may be addressed at Morristown, N. J, 
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PLIABLE GLASS. 

About three months ago we called attention to a new mao 
terial, which had been introduced in Paris by M. A. Marion 
under the above name, possessing valuable qualities for many 
photographic purposes. We have just received from Messrs. 
Marion & Co. , of Soho Square, some sheets of the new mate· 
rial for experiment, and a brief description will dOUbtless 
interest our readers. 

The "caoutchouc pellicle" is in sheets the size of photo. 
graphic paper, about 22 by 18 inches. It is thin, colorless, 
transparent, exceedingly pliant, possesses a fine surface, and 
is waterproof, or nearly so, not being affected by fluids until 
after long treatment, and then only slightly. It is exceed. 
ingly tough, bearing considerable strain without tearing, 
and is slightly elastic, stretching a little' when pulled. 

The multiplicity of purposes to which a material having 
most of the properties of glass without its frangibility, and 
which might be called flexible glasB, way be applied in pho· 
tography will occur to most readers. 

At present we have only had opportunity for experiment 
in two directions with the sheets sent to us. We have em· 
ployed it as a protective surface to small pictures, in a manner 
similar to that in which sheets of collodion and gelatin have 
been used, and also as a substitute for glass in taking nega
tives. For the first purpose its application is simple and easy. 
A sheet of the material, having been cut to the required size, 

18 immersed for a few minutes in clean water, or dilute alcohol 
and water would be better still. The picture to be protected 
is then wetted, either by holding under a tap, or immersing 
in a dish of water. The wet, vitreous sheet is then brought 
into contact with the wet surface of the print, which till then 
is kept in a horizontal position; the two being then raised 
into II vertical position, and drained, the surfaces come into 
close con1;act, the water running out from between them 
driving away all air bubbles. A sheet of paper is placed over 
the surface, and the whole rubbed well down to secure firm 
contact. The protected print is then dried under pressure. 
The appearance of the finished print is very similar to that 
of a print "enamelled" with gelatin and colodion. 

In our attempts to use the vitrified sheet as a support in 
producing negatives, we proceeded as follows :-A piece of 
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Mr. Hawkins converses with his audience rather than lec. 
tures to them. Although the conversation is audibly carried 
on only by him, yet he so readily anticipates questions and 
objections that the illusion is complete. And while thus talk. 
ing in a rapid, familiar, terse, and amusing style, he is as 
rapidly eliminating and illustrating on the blackboard the 
theses and propositions of his subject, by a series of the most 
masterly drawings; not mere crude outlines, but finished 
and perfectly artistic representations. It is doubtful if he has 
an equal in his specialty. We were glad to be informed by 
him that it is probable he will be enabled to repeat his lec. 
tures, as he is to remain here for some time, having been en. 
gaged by the Park Commissioners to arrange a zoological 
garden at Central Park. 

Mr. Hawkins must be heard to be appreciated. as his lec. 
tures, when written, are shorn of the peculhlr charm and in. 
terest imparted to them by his inimitable manner. We pre. 
sent below a crude outline of the three last lectures of the 
course, being the continuation of the report begun on page 
329, this volume. 

The "Age of Dragons" was the very attractive title of the 

SEIFERTH'S GAGE PUNOHING MAOHINE. 

tween the vitrified sheet and the glass. The inconvenience third lecture. The text, as it were, for the evening's enter· 
and imperfection which would arise if care were not taken in tainment, was a quotation from a British author, who some 
this respect will be readily understood. thirty years ago affirmed that, "Of Fancy's Monsters, the 

The most curious difficulty we met in using the new mate. winged, fiery, scaly Dragon has been the most accepted fable 
rial as a substitute for glass in taking negatives is one which in existence, and is found everywhere except in Nature." 
we hope is exceptional, or in any case we are disposed to Mr. Hawkins professed his readiness to show that the 
believe it is avoidable. It is this,-the exposure required is Dragon was not a myth, nor a creation of man's imagination, 
much longer. but that 1tS representative could actually be found in nature. 

We may here mention an ingenious application which Mr. That the traditions of the oldest nations all recognized the 
Woodbury has for Bome time contemplated making of such existence of these creatures, and represented the form with a 
a material as this. He proposes to sensitize a long strip of great degree of similarity, is evidence in itself that the 
it by some trustworthy dry process; and, providing a camera dragon once lived. These variouB forlllB all indicated a 
with a couple of rollers, wind off from the supply roller suffi. reptile, or cold·blooded animal having a reptilian nature. 
cient for a negative. After exposure this would be wound on After delineating on the blackboard the various groups ot 
to the other roller, and a fresh supply at the same moment this family, showing how the characteri8tics of each found a 
brought opposite the lens for further use. The compactness oounterpart in the ideal representation, he described the fossil 
and convenienoe of such an arrangement will be readily under' l tIying saurian or pterodactyl which he pronounced to be the 
stood. The working out of such an arrangement is a matter original dragon. In this animal, by the excessive elongation 
of detail which we need not discuss here. of the little finger of the fore feet, support was afforded to a 

The exact nature of the material and its mode of prepara- membrane which extended to the tail and made a wing for 
tion are, of course, M. Marion's secret; but as photographers flying. The remaining fingers were short and furnished 
rarely like to work with materials of the constitution of with claws. They had the wings and habits of bats, but may 
which th'ey know nothing, we may state at once that there is be considered as adaptations of the reptilian type to the ail'. 
very little doubt that the basis of this fabric is collodion; The fiery qualifications attributed to the ancient dragons 
and although it is named vitrified india rubber, it is very may be explained by the fact that, feeding on fish, the de. 
doubtful whether india rubber enters at all into its compo. composed particles remained in the teeth of the creature, and 

sition. The strong and peculiarly characteristic smell of being highly phosphorescent may have given enough light 
castor oil is one of the first characteristics which came under to have origiJaated the notion of breathing forth fire and 
our attention in examining the pellicle. On treating it with 
benzoline it remains unaltered. It is at once penetrated by 
ether, and softened, but, like collodion films under such cir. 
cumstances, not readily dissolved. It burns in the rapid 
explosive manner of pyroxyline, leaving a little sticky residue 
like burnt oil. Dr. Vogel described in our pages about a year 
and a half ago the " leather collodion" of Herr Grune, made 
from plain collodion containing four per cent of soluble cot· 
ton and three per cent of castor oil, and this appears to be a 
substance of a similar collstitution. Dr. Vogel proposed to 
supplement a film of the leather collodion with a layer of 
india rubber in certain cases, and he describes the films so 
prepared as very solid and a little elastic. The object for 
which the preparation was then proposed was the transfer of 
negatives. It appears probable that to M. Marion has occurred 
the happy thought of expanding this idea, and forming a 
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flame. 
The fourth lecture of the course was on" Ancient and Recent 

Birds." The process and various stages of development, from 
the embryo in the egg, to the full·grown bird were beautifully 
illustrated. Several species of the feathered tribes belonging 
to past geological epochs, and others of more modern but no 
extinct races, were also pictured and described. 

The concluding lecture was devoted mainly to a compari. 
son or contrast between man and the higher orders of quad. 
rumana, as the gorilla, chimpanzee, etc. He insisted that 
these animals cannot be classed with men, as it was impossi. 
ble for them to use one pair of their hands for locomotion 
while employing the other pair for other purposes, and the 
general structure of the skull and the upper limbs was such 
as to make a marked distinction between these animals and 
man. 
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